Dulwich Village Streets for People – Phase 1 (May - June 2022)
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Shopping and travelling to/from school are the main reasons for being on the streets in this area
Finding shelter from rain and sun was raised as a concern
Generally most respondents were satisfied with their experience on this street
The street should be safer and more enjoyable for older people and children

Facts
Approx 7,000 pedestrians use
the Calton Avenue junction per
day. Busiest hours are 8am-9am
and 3pm-4pm but the volumes
are high throughout

Pedestrian
tracking shows
the entire space
is well used

Almost 1,000
cyclists use
Calton Avenue
junction between
6am and 8pm
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Dulwich Village
South to Calton
Avene is the busiest
route for cyclists at
the junction

What you said
•
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•

Improve the perception of safety and make it safer for people to cross at side roads
Prioritise the space for walking and cycling
Heal
Make it more accessible for older people
scores tmHy streets
HealtHy aeasure How
Generally improve how enjoyable the space is for people walking
street is

Facts
Cycling southbound along
Dulwich Village is the second
busiest route after Calton
Avenue at the junction

Northbound cyclists feel
unsafe turning into Calton
Avenue from Dulwich Village
due to opposing traffic

More cyclists turning into
Calton Avenue than cars
turning into Turney Road
at the peak hours

What have we done based on the results from Phase 1
In October we will be making interim improvements
to the junction which include:
• Encouraging cyclists to stay in cycle lane through clearer
line-marking and signage
• New kerb planters to define the pedestrian area

Comment:
“It has potential to become an ideal town
square/public meeting place/recreation
area. Pedestrians should be prioritised
over vehicle and bicycle access."

• Removing clutter and obstructions on pavements
• Introducing specialised signage to improve compliance
• Introducing seating, made from recycled wood from the
Dulwich Picture Gallery, for people to enjoy

Businesses told us they want:
1 Better separation of cyclists and pedestrians
2 More space for performances and events
3 Improved planting to make the space look more attractive

Developed three key objectives
for the re-design of the space:
Community – a place for people from
the local and wider area to enjoy so
that Dulwich Village is inclusive for all
Safety – the whole junction should be
safer for all road users, and prioritise
the most vulnerable road users
Destination and connection – the
space will help make Dulwich Village
a place for people to visit and connect
people across south London

We will deliver this by:
• Improve accessibility particularly for older and
younger people through safer crossings and wider
and clearer footways
• Safer and more direct access to the whole junction
for people walking and cycling
• More time for people walking and cycling to cross
• Improve bus journey times
• More space for events for the community to enjoy
• More space for greenery, planting and shade
• More space for families to spend time and enjoy

To see the full phase 1 report please go to

www.southwark.gov.uk/dulwich-village-sfp

Dulwich Village Streets for People Phase 2 – Junction layout (October 2022)
The junction layout has been designed following feedback from Phase 1
and the need to prioritise the most vulnerable road users
People walking should feel most safe and
comfortable when using the junction and have
most space to relax and enjoy

People Cycling should have a clear and direct way
of getting across the junction safely

Buses should continue to be a reliable and convenient
way of travelling through the area

What are the benefits of the junction layout?
Safer and easier for people to walk and cross
•

Wider footways

Quicker and easier for people using
public transport

•

More direct crossings with more time for people to cross

•

•

Crossings where people want to cross

•

Signalised pedestrian crossings giving people
walking the priority

•

A raised junction so it is level with pavement, making
it safer and easier for people walking and wheeling

•

Removing clutter and introducing better surfacing so
pavements are easier to walk on

Safer and easier for people to cycle
•

More direct crossing for people cycling

•

Safer for turning and less conflict with opposing vehicles

•

Cycle lane is separate surface from pedestrian area allowing
for clear separation for people walking and cycling

The junction has been reduced to three stages,
this means that traffic flows easier through the
junction, meaning less time for buses to wait

New space for everyone to enjoy
•

Opportunity for plants and trees

•

More space for business seating to support the
local economy

•

More space for families to relax and older people
to stop and rest

dulwicH
village

Cars should be given access where needed whilst
ensuring needs of vulnerable road users are prioritised
such as people walking

Why are we proposing to close part of Turney Road? (Boxall Road to Dulwich Village)
Closing part of Turney Road unlocks the full potential of the entire junction and achieves the following:
•

Safest option for people walking by allowing more direct, shorter crossings with more priority

•

Safest option for people cycling by reducing conflict with turning vehicles and more direct crossing across junction

•

Best option for bus reliability by improving junction efficiency

•

Best option for the community as creates new space for people to enjoy directly outside a school

Refer to the Frequently Asked Questions at
for information on possible impacts of this layout

www.southwark.gov.uk/dulwich-village-sfp
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Dulwich Village Streets for People Phase 2 – Initial ideas
Tell us what you want to see in the future design for the heart of Dulwich Village
These initial ideas are to find out local people's preferences for how the space could be used. We will use this feedback
to develop a final concept design proposal for people to comment on later this year.
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Complete our online survey at www.southwark.gov.uk/dulwich-village-phase-2 by 30 October 2022
You will also be able to find paper copies of the survey and initial ideas available at the following locations: Dulwich Library and Rumsey Pharmacy and Post Office.
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Initial idea 1
1

Fully pedestrianised square, separate from cycle track

2

Wide, signalised crossings on all four arms of new
raised junction

3

Traffic closures at Calton Avenue, Court Lane and
Turney Road with access for emergency vehicles
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Widened footway on Dulwich Village with cycle
bypass around bus stop
Surface pattern to line the square based on Dulwich
finger post. Continues into cycleway at lower level,
to break up linear path and signal varied use space

Paving pattern based on Dulwich
finger post, part of the distinctive
local character

Space left clear for turning emergency vehicles

7

Cycle parking concentrated around Court Lane,
freeing up space elsewhere, placed in carriageway
wherever possible

16

Some young trees to line edges
of new square

Seating backed by planting/
trees to shield public space
from carriageway

17

18

Mixed seating to line edges of
Dulwich Square and Calton
Avenue. Potential removable
cover for shade and shelter

Limited seating of various
forms outside shops on
Calton Avenue with clear
pedestrian space
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20

Decluttered seating area
around post office

Inclusive cycle parking for
adaptable and cargo bikes in
various locations
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Light feature at centre of
new public space to act as
landmark visible on approach
from all directions

Play features
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Large public chess space

Seating area with sensory
garden outside school

Playful stepping ladder through
landscaping

12
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14

other

13

SUDs and landscaping along
Turney Road

Mushroom stepping stones
inspired by Dulwich fungi walks

Dulwich Village Streets for People Phase 2 – Initial ideas
Tell us what you want to see in the future design for the heart of Dulwich Village
These initial ideas are to find out local people's preferences for how the space could be used. We will use this feedback
to develop a final concept design proposal for people to comment on later this year.
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Complete our online survey at www.southwark.gov.uk/dulwich-village-phase-2 by 30 October 2022
You will also be able to find paper copies of the survey and initial ideas available at the following locations: Dulwich Library and Rumsey Pharmacy and Post Office.

Initial idea 2
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1

Fully pedestrianised square, separate from cycle track

2

Wide, signalised crossings on all four arms of new raised junction

3

Traffic closures at Calton Avenue, Court Lane and Turney Road with access
for emergency vehicles
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Hammocks and landscaping
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4

Widened footway on Dulwich Village with cycle bypass around bus stop

5

Paving pattern to line the square and delineate various desire lines. Continues into
cycleway at lower level, to break up linear path and signal a varied use space

6

Space left clear for turning emergency vehicles

7

Cycle parking concentrated around Court Lane, freeing up space elsewhere, placed
in carriageway wherever possible

8

Colourful and playable cycle parking outside school
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Levelled landscaping
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Seating area with landscaping
outside school gate
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Large public chess space
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SUDs with young trees to frame
entrance to physical space

Seating area with sensory
garden outside school
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Sensory play - xylophone along
play trail
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Levelled seating in an outdoor
theatre setting with
landscaping overlooking
square. Potential removable
cover for shade and shelter

Social seating of various
forms outside shops on
Calton Avenue with clear
pedestrian space
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Decluttered seating area
around post office

Sections of resin bound paving
of various colours outside
school gate

8
Playful stepping ladder
through green areas
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Sensory play stimulating touch
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Mushroom stepping stones
inspired by Dulwich fungi walks

Sensory play - sound drums
along play trail
Inclusive cycle parking for
adaptable and cargo bikes in
various locations

